THE 3RD ANNUAL WORLD UNITY WEEK

World UNITY Week is an online gathering, delivering 8 days of live conversation, music and creative inspiration: June 18-25, 2022. Interactive live and pre-recorded programming at the intersection of science, spirituality, technology, transformative practices and the arts connects people across cultures, generations, and geographical boundaries. In this way, World UNITY Week grows community while writing a new story for humanity. The event is freely offered to a global audience through www.worldunityweek.org with many livestreams and recordings on www.facebook.com/worldunityweek.

World UNITY Week is co-produced by UNITY EARTH, SINE Network, The Hague Centre for Global Governance, and PURPOSE EARTH, who also is the primary fiscal sponsor. Co-Sponsors include Spiritual Life TV Channel and Sacred Stories Publishing.

This year World UNITY Week (June 18-25) is itself a buildup to Peace Week 2022 (peaceweek.org), September 17-24. This period is a unique opportunity to unite for peace all around the world, as we prepare to celebrate the 40th occasion of the International Day of Peace on September 21, 2022.

June 18th, day one of World UNITY Week III, kicks off the “99 Days of Peace through Unity” closing on the final day of Peace Week, September 24th. These 99 Days are a call out to all individuals, groups, networks, platforms, initiatives and institutions dedicated to unity and peace. The 99 days are book-ended by the major events of World UNITY Week and Peace Week. Peace doesn’t just mean Peace on Earth but just as importantly Peace with Earth as we reconcile our place within Nature and re-establish right relations with the “foundations of Life”. This story of our reconnection to Earth and each other is conveyed by this year’s theme for World UNITY Week – “Coming Home Together”.

For more information or for press inquiries contact ben@unity.earth / irina@unity.earth